Binary gas flows driven by pressure gradient through short microtubes are studied by using an upgraded version of the Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) 
INTRODUCTION
Binary gaseous mixture flows through various short tubes have great importance in science and technology. Such flows can be found in vacuum technology, gas metrology, microfluidics among many others.
These flows may cover a wide range of the rarefaction interval from the viscous to the free molecular limit. In the viscous region, fluid dynamics or extended hydrodynamics may be used; however, for the whole range of the gas rarefaction a kinetic type description is necessary. Also, a relatively large set of flow parameters, such as the mixture type, the concentration, the pressure drop, the rarefaction degree and the channel length to radius ratio, are involved to characterize the problem.
Previous works both experimental and computational have mainly focused on single component gas flows through short tubes. First, Hanks and Weissberg studied flows through short capillaries [1] . They developed a flow rate formula in the hydrodynamic region taking into account the slip at the walls. Sreekanth investigated flow through short circular tubes experimentally by providing the flow rates in the slip and transition regions [2] . In addition, a flow rate formula has been derived and compared to the results of the measurements yielding good agreement. Borisov et al. [3] and Porodnov et al. [4] carried out measurement for flow through orifices, which is the limiting case of short tubes. Those works focused on small pressure drop, but a wide range of the gas rarefaction was covered. Fujimoto and Usami measured the mass flow rate through various short tubes in a wide range of the gas rarefaction by using an unsteady flow rate measurement technique [5] . Then, Usami and Okuyama investigated supersonic jets through orifices by applying the DSMC method [6] . Shinagawa et al. studied rarefied gas flow through short tubes experimentally and computationally by using the DSMC method [7] . Also, Lilly et al. have studied the effect of the channel length on the flow through thin orifices [8] . Recently, the DSMC method has been used to compute the flow for a wide range of the rarefaction through orifices [9] , short tubes into vacuum [10] and short tubes at any pressure drop [11] . Since previous works have focused on single component gases, it is useful to study binary gas flow trough short tubes.
Flows of single gases and binary gaseous mixtures through very long channels have been extensively studied in the past. In this case, the flow speed is usually small compared to the sound speed; as a result, linearized kinetic description can be used [12] [13] [14] [15] . In addition, the McCormack collision term [16] among other models [17] has been used to describe the gaseous mixture flow. The corresponding kinetic equations have been solved for various flow configurations [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Although flows of binary gas mixtures through long channels have thoroughly been studied previously, corresponding work on short channels is missing. For short channels, the linearized description is not applicable.
In this paper, an upgraded DSMC method is developed to study binary rarefied gas flows through short tubes with various length to radius ratios. In order to study the effect of the molecular mass ratio, which turns out to be very important, two mixtures, namely He/Xe and Ne/Ar, with quite different molecular mass ratios are analyzed. The simulations cover several channel length to radius ratios, various pressure ratios and a wide range of the rarefaction interval. The flow rates of each species and of the mixture are tabulated for the various flow parameters. In addition, typical profiles of the macroscopic quantities of density, axial velocity and temperatures together with the normalized rarefaction parameter and the Mach number are presented.
Definition of the problem
Binary gas flow through a short tube between an upstream and a downstream reservoir is considered. The flow is driven by the pressure difference between the containers. The radius and the length of the tube are denoted by R and L, respectively. The flow configuration is axial-symmetric with respect to the channel axis. The axis of the tube lies in the x ′ coordinate direction, while the radial coordinate is denoted by r ′ .
The mixture consists of two components α = [1, 2] having molecular masses m α and molecular diameters d α . In this work, it is always assumed that the first species is the lighter component. The number densities of the components are denoted by n α . The total number density of the mixture is introduced by n = n 1 + n 2 . The concentration of the first component is given by
It is mentioned that the concentration is a local quantity, and it varies in the flow domain. The concentration in the upstream reservoir C A is used as a reference value, while C B is the concentration in the downstream reservoir and it is taken equal to the upstream value, i.e., C A = C B . The gas pressure is denoted by P. The pressures in the upstream and downstream reservoirs are P A and P B , respectively. The temperature is denoted by T and its values in the two reservoirs T A and T B are taken to be equal to a reference temperature
The flow is characterized by the rarefaction parameter
Here, µ(C) is the mixture viscosity and v(C) is the characteristic molecular velocity defined as
where k is the Boltzmann constant and m(C) = Cm 1 + (1 −C)m 2 is the average mass of the mixture. The rarefaction parameter is also a local quantity in the flow domain. Its value in the upstream reservoir
is used as a reference to characterize the flow problem. Here, the reference characteristic velocity v 0 (C A ) = 2kT 0 /m(C A ) and the viscosity µ 0 (C A ) are introduced on the basis of the reference upstream concentration C A and temperature T 0 .
One of the interests of the present problem is in the component flow rates through the tube J ′ α defined as
where u ′ αx is the axial component of the macroscopic gas velocity of species α and the integration refers to the inlet cross section A ′ . For convenience, the dimensionless flow rates are introduced by
where n A is the total number density in the upstream reservoir. The total flow rate of the mixture is J = J 1 + J 2 .
The numerical method
In the present work, the DSMC method is employed to calculate the binary gas flow. The method seems the best choice for our purposes since the macroscopic gas velocities are not small for flows through short channels. As a consequence, the nonlinear Boltzmann equation is needed to be solved. This task can be fulfilled by the DSMC method in a computationally efficient manner. The DSMC is a particle based method, actually a gas model [23] . However, in the limiting case, it solves the Boltzmann equation [24] . It has been successfully used for rarefied gas calculation over the last years. Various research groups have developed DSMC algorithms for general purposes [25, 26] .
Computational algorithm
The binary flow through a short tube of radius R and length L between two cylindrical reservoirs having radii R A , R B and heights L A , L B , is considered. The geometry is divided into a collection of cells. For a better resolution, the three-level grid presented in Fig. 1 is used in the present work. Near the tube, where the spatial variation of the bulk quantities is expected to be larger, the resolution of the grid is finer. The second-level grid is applied to the region −R ≤ x ′ ≤ 0 with 0.5R ≤ r ′ ≤ 2R, 0 ≤ x ′ ≤ L with 0.5R ≤ r ′ ≤ R and L ≤ x ′ ≤ R + L with 0.5R ≤ r ′ ≤ 2R for the upstream cylinder, the tube and the downstream cylinder. The third-level mesh refers to the region −0.25R ≤ x ′ ≤ 0 with 0.75R ≤ r ′ ≤ 1.25R, 0 ≤ x ′ ≤ L with 0.75R ≤ r ′ ≤ R and L ≤ x ′ ≤ 0.25R + L with 0.75R ≤ r ′ ≤ 1.25R for the same zones as in the case of the second-level mesh. In order to efficiently simulate the problem, radial and axial weighting zones are also applied (Fig. 1) . The delimiters for the radial and axial zones are r ′ = [0.25R, 0.5R, 0.75R, R, 2R, 3R] and x ′ = 0, respectively.
At the beginning of the simulation, model particles are uniformly distributed in the upstream reservoir, the tube and the downstream reservoir. In the upstream container and the tube, the initial number density is n 0 = n A /F, where F is the number of model particles represented by one particle. The number density in the downstream reservoir is n 0 (P B /P A ) = (n A /F)(P B /P A ) in accordance with the pressure ratio.
The motion of the particles is divided into a free-streaming and a collision stage. In the free-streaming stage, the particles move along rectilinear trajectories in accordance with their velocity. The time step of the scheme is denoted by ∆t. Upon colliding with the tube wall or the internal walls of the cylinders, the particles undergo purely diffuse reflection with wall temperature T 0 . In each time step, particles are leaving and entering at the external boundaries of the computational domain. The number of entering particles through the unit surface during time step ∆t for components α = [1, 2] 
in the reservoirs
In the collision stage, the intermolecular collisions between the particles are simulated in a probabilistic manner in the cells, while the macroscopic quantities of the gas are calculated in the sampling procedure. Both issues are addressed in the following subsections.
Collision treatment
The collision treatment is based on the No Time Counter scheme. Also, the hard-sphere molecular system is used for describing the binary gas mixture. The selection procedure is group dependent for the components. The preselected number of pairs for collision in the time step ∆t from components α and β is given by
where V C is the volume of the cell, N α is the number of particles from component α, N β is its average value in the previous time steps for component β , σ T,αβ is the total collision cross section and v R,αβ is the relative velocity. The total collision cross section for hard spheres is given by σ T,αβ = πd 2 αβ with d
The acceptance-rejection method is used to obtain the final distribution for the number of collisions. The preselected pair is accepted (or not) for collision based on the probability
In the simulations, the collision cross section is an input parameter, which needs to be connected to the spatial scale of the problem. This can be achieved by the inclusion of the rarefaction parameter into the formalism through the viscosity. Actually, the σ T,11 collision cross section is determined. The remaining val-
By using the definition of the rarefaction parameter, the characteristic velocity and the ideal gas law, Eq. (10) can be written as
This quantity depends on the ratio of the viscosities, which is dimensionless and can be obtained as outlined in the following. The viscosity is calculated from the Chapman Enskog theory. It can be written as µ 0 (C) = µ 1 + µ 2 , where µ 1 and µ 2 are given in Ref. [18] as
αβ . In these expressions, α, β = 1, 2 and α = β . In addition, P 0α is the partial pressure of component α at concentration C and ν (3) αβ , ν (4) αβ are the collision frequencies, which can be found in Ref. [18] for the hard sphere molecular system. By using the above procedure, the actual value of the preselected pairs for collision can be deduced.
Sampling of macroscopic quantities
In the DSMC method, the macroscopic quantities in the cells are determined as time averages in the steady state. As a consequence, the number density of the components in the cell is defined by
where N A denotes the total number of particles initially distributed in the upstream reservoir and V A is the volume of the upstream reservoir. The bar denotes the operation of the time average. The macroscopic velocity of the components are calculated as
where N T α is the total number of particles from component α in the cell during the sampling time and v v v αi is the dimensionless velocity of the i-th molecule from component α in the cell. Finally, the temperature of the gas is obtained such that
where
is the total number of particles in the cell during the sampling period. In addition, the dimensionless macroscopic velocity of the mixture is given by u u u = (
Simulation parameters
The parameters in the method are given as follows. The size of the reservoirs is R A = R B = L A = L B = 8R. These reservoir sizes are chosen on the basis of previous experiences and are proved to be optimal for the present simulation. The total number of particles is 2 × 10 7 , which slightly varies during the simulation. The time step is ∆t = 0.005R/v 0 (C A ). The particular simulations run until a criterion formulated in terms of the statistical scattering of the flow rate is fulfilled. The statistical scattering is given by ε = √ N + /(N + − N − ). Here, N + and N − denote the total numbers of particles crossing through the inlet cross section from the upstream reservoir to the tube and in the reverse direction, respectively. The criterion for the simulation is fulfilled with the inequality ε < 0.004. This criterion provides numerical results in terms of the total flow rate with accuracy better than ±0.5%.
Results
In this section, results for the flow rates and the axial distributions of the macroscopic quantities, the rarefaction parameter and the Mach number are presented for the two mixtures under consideration in a wide range of the reference rarefaction parameter and for various pressure and length to radius ratios. Tables 1-3 show the flow rates J 1 and J 2 of each species, the ratio J 1 /J 2 and the total flow rate J for different flow configurations. The ratio J 1 /J 2 is used to analyze the separation effect which appears because the components of the mixture due to their different molecular velocities have different average flow speeds in the tube. Also, in some cases the flow rates for single gas flow are provided for comparison purposes.
Flow rates
In Table 1 , all these quantities are tabulated for the mixture of He/Xe flowing through channels with L/R = [1, 5, 10] at P B /P A = 0.1 in terms of the reference rarefaction parameter, which varies as 0 ≤ δ A ≤ 100. The concentration is fixed at C A = 0.5. In addition, the total flow rate for a single component gas J * from Ref. [11] is shown. The single gas result denoted by W in Ref. [11] is converted to our formalism according to J = W /(2 √ π). In the top part of Table 1 , the results for L/R = 1 are shown. The dependency of the flow rates on δ A can be observed. It is seen that as δ A is increased the flow rates J 1 , which correspond to He, are decreased up to δ A = 50 and then they are increased, while the flow rates J 2 , which correspond to Xe are steadily increased. Also, the ratio J 1 /J 2 is monotonically decreased as δ A is increased. This is due to the separation effect and therefore in the hydrodynamic (or viscous) limit, where separation is diminishing, the ratio J 1 /J 2 tends to the limiting value of C A /(1 − C A ) = 1. The fact that the lighter species is traveling faster than the heavier one, becomes more important with increasing gas rarefaction (i.e. with decreasing δ A ), where the gas components become more independent of each other due to the reduction of intermolecular collisions. The total flow rates, compared to the corresponding ones of the single gas, are quite different, except in the case of large values of δ A , where the total flow rates are approaching to each other. This is because as we are approaching the hydrodynamic limit the gas becomes so dense that diffusion effects become negligible. Furthermore, it is noticed that the dependency of the total flow rate J on δ A is not monotonic. As δ A is increased, the flow rate is initially reduced and then after some critical value of δ A the flow rate is increased. It seems that a type of a Knudsen minimum shows up, although such a minimum is not present in the corresponding single gas flow.
The center and bottom parts of Table 1 present the corresponding flow rates of the species and of the mixture in terms of δ A for L/R = 5 and 10. It can be clearly seen that the flow rates decrease as the channel becomes longer. This behavior is easily explained by the fact that the local pressure gradient becomes smaller with increasing channel length at constant overall pressure drop. Beyond that the qualitative behavior of the flow rates of the species and of the mixture with respect to δ A is similar as before. However, it is noticed that the rarefaction parameter where the flow rate J 1 takes its minimum depends on L/R. Regarding the dependency of separation on L/R it is seen that for the same values of δ A , as we are moving from L/R = 1 to L/R = 5 the ratio J 1 /J 2 is increased and then for L/R = 10 is decreased.
It is interesting to examine if this specific behavior of the flows rates on gas rarefaction is still observed at smaller pressure drops. Therefore, in Table 2 , the normalized flow rates and the ratio J 1 /J 2 are tabulated in terms of δ A for the binary mixture of He/Xe with C A = 0.5, P B /P A = 0.4 and L/R = 1. By comparing the corresponding results of Table 1 , it is clearly seen that by reducing the pressure drop the magnitudes of all flow rates are reduced. However, again as we are moving from the continuum to the free molecular regime, the ratios J 1 /J 2 are increased. Also, J 1 and J 2 , which are very close at δ A = 100, since C A = 0.5, start to depart from each other as δ A is decreased, with the largest deviation occurring at δ A = 0. With regard to the total flow rate, first J is reduced up to δ A = 1, where the minimum flow rate is obtained and then it is increased up to δ A = 100.
In Tables 3, the . Starting the comparison with the corresponding flow rates of the light species, it is seen that as δ A is increased the flow rate of He is decreased in all cases except for P A /P B = 0.7 and δ A ≥ 10, while the flow rate of Ne is always increased. The corresponding flow rates of the heavy species, i.e. Xe and Ar, are steadily increased in all cases with increasing δ A . It is seen that with regard to the light species of the two mixtures there are not only quantitative but also qualitative differences. The ratios J 1 /J 2 in both mixtures are monotonically decreased as the reference rarefaction parameter is increased and finally they are approaching one as the viscous limit is reached. Thus, the separation effect is present in both mixtures. However, since the values of J 1 /J 2 of He/Xe are much higher than the corresponding ones for Ne/Ar (except for large values of δ A where both ratios are close to one), this is a clear indication that separation is stronger for the mixture with the larger molecular mass ratio. Regarding the total flow rates it is seen that in the case of Ne/Ar, J is monotonically increased as δ A is increased having a qualitative behavior similar to the one of a single gas, while in the case of He/Xe the dependency on the rarefaction parameter is quite different close to the one previously observed of the other L/R. It may be interesting to note that in the present case of the 
He/Xe flow through this very short tube, the Knudsen minimum previously observed, does not show up at all for P B /P A = 0.1 and it very shallow for P B /P A = 0.4 and 0.7. It is noted that for the Ne/Ar mixture at P B /P A = 0.1 and δ A = 100 the computed value of J 1 /J 2 , instead of 1.00, is 0.994. This estimated value is within the expected accuracy of ±0.005 based on the implemented simulation parameters introduced in Section 2.4 and may be improved if the number of model particles is larger or the termination criterion is more strict, increasing of course in parallel the computational effort. Closing this subsection on the flow rates, it may be useful to have a visual description of the dependency of the total flow rate of the gas mixture of He/Xe in terms of gas rarefaction and tube length. Therefore, in Fig. 2 , the total flow rate J of He/Xe as a function of δ A is presented for C A = 0.5, P B /P A = 0.1 and L/R = [0, 0.3, 1, 5, 10]. As L/R is increased the flow rate is decreased. However, it is seen that for very short channels with L/R ≤ 0.3, the flow rate monotonically decreases with increasing δ A , while for longer channels, with L/R ≥ 1, the dependency of the flow rate is not monotonic and the so called Knudsen minimum appears.
Distributions of macroscopic quantities
Axial distributions of the density of the components of the mixture are presented in Fig. 3 values of C A = C B = 0.5 far from the tube zone are maintained. This concentration variation is caused by the separation effect. The lighter particle has larger molecular speed than that of the heavier one. When the gas is accelerated, the lighter particles have larger macroscopic velocity, which results into the separation of the components. The separation starting from the inlet of the channel is intensified in the zone of the tube, then the densities tend to the equilibrium values in the outlet reservoirs. As it is seen the effect of the separation phenomena on the number density distributions of each species is more profound in the intermediate rarefaction δ A = 10 than in the more rarefied atmospheres δ A = 1 and 0.1. This is an interesting observation which is related to the intermolecular dynamics between the components of the mixture and it is described in [21] .
Figures 4 and 5 present the velocity distributions along the axis of the channel. In Fig. 4 , the axial velocity distributions of each species are plotted for He/Xe with C A = 0.5, P B /P A = 0.1, δ A = [0. 1, 1, 10] and L/R = [1, 5, 10] . In all cases the velocities of He are larger than the velocities of Xe. The velocity difference between the components becomes larger as the rarefaction parameter decreases. This is due to the fact that the components tend to propagate with their own molecular speeds as the gas becomes more rarefied and intermolecular collisions are less important. In the inlet region and along the channel, the velocities steadily increase reaching their maximum values near the exit of the tube and then they gradually decrease in the outlet section. It is also seen that the velocities become smaller as the channel becomes longer. This is a consequence of the smaller average pressure gradient available with longer channel. It is seen that, in some cases, there is a small fluctuation of the velocity distribution in the downstream reservoir, which is due to the statistical nature of the DSMC since there are fewer particles in the downstream reservoir because of the pressure drop. The fluctuations may be further reduced by increasing the number of model particles or the number of samples. Figure 5 shows the axial velocity profiles of the species of the two mixtures under investigation with C A = 0. perature T 0 , where the particles-wall interaction is purely diffusive. A temperature drop having its maximum after the exit of the channel is observed. This is due to the strong expansion of the gaseous mixture in the low pressure environment. The temperature drop generally decreases as the channel becomes longer. For longer channels, the flow rates are reduced so the expansion becomes weaker, which eventually causes smaller temperature drop. The small temperature rise seen at δ A = 10 and L/R = 1 in the outlet container has been also observed in corresponding single gas flows [11] .
Finally, Fig. 7 shows the axial distribution of the local rarefaction parameter and the Mach number for He/Xe with C A = 0. ratio. The Mach number is defined as Ma = 6/5u ′ /v 0 (C A ), where u ′ is the absolute value of the mass-density average velocity. It can be seen that the rarefaction parameter shows strong variation along the tube. It starts at the inlet reference value, then decreases in the tube, and finally reaches the outlet value, which is (P B /P A )δ A in accordance with the pressure drop. This variation is very similar to the variation of number density. With regard to the Mach number, it can be seen that it increases along the flow in the tube, reaching its maximum value just after the exit of the tube, and then starts to decrease. As the pressure drop becomes larger, the Mach number increases, which is in accordance with the observations in Fig. 5 .
Concluding remarks
Rarefied binary gas flows through short tubes have been studied by using the DSMC method. The investigation refers to two types of mixtures having different molecular mass ratios, namely He/Xe and Ne/Ar. The flow configuration covers channel lengths from L/R = 0.3 to 10, a wide range of the rarefaction parameter from the free molecular limit up to the slip regime and various values of the pressure drop. The flow rates of each species and of the mixture as well as the axial distributions of density, axial velocity and temperature together with the rarefaction parameter and the Mach number have been presented. The dependency of the results on the geometry, flow and mixture parameters is examined in detail. The differences of the flow behavior compared to the single gas case is more pronounced for the He/Xe mixture, which has a molecular mass ratio much larger than the one of Ne/Ar. It is found that as the gas rarefaction parameter is increased the He/Xe flow rate for very short channels may be monotonically decreased and for longer channels it may exhibit the Knudsen minimum phenomenon, while the corresponding Ne/Ar and single gas flow rates are steadily increased. This behavior also depends on the pressure ratio. Overall, the present work provides a systematic investigation of rarefied binary flows through short tubes, and the results can be valuable in the design of gaseous microfluidic and vacuum devices.
